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The Industry and Business world today is constantly buzzing with the latest innovations and 
technological advancement.

Since its inception, S3 focus is to provide Simple Software Solutions with our own tag line 
Extension with Excellence, which gives highest priority to customer satisfaction on business 
needs and calculation over ROI/TCO. S3 has always been in the edge of latest new techniques 
in the industry. S3 focuses is on quality rather than quantity and extremely proud of its
achievements. 

My vision is to see S3 making an indelible mark in the global ERP Implementation, support
industry and strive continuously for being better in the days to come. S3 targets to be known 
as world class ERP solutions provider by serving each and every industry by leveraging its 
cutting edge technology i.e. Microsoft family products -MS Dynamics along with a pool of 
experts.

We at S3 strive to give our full commitment and unwavering dedication to the ultimate goal 
of your business success.

As I always say to my team: Positive Attitude and Keen to Learn, these two things can let 
anyone achieve what they want. I thank all the professionals / Consultants who have 
contributed immensely for the success of the company. Their dedication and hard work has 
helped S3 as a milestone when we have been going through tough times in the early days. I 
personally thank all of them who had been instrumental in shaping the company what it is 
now. S3 also takes care of each and every associate by implementing policies which benefit 
them. After all, the best investment any company can make is to create assets i.e. people who 
covert the vision into existence!

S3 assures its customers that in this age of change, we will help you adapt to new 
technologies, new platforms, and scale new horizons while operating at the highest level.

Thanking you!

Rajant Kumar Sancheti

CEO – S3 Infotech Private Limited


